It is proved that a certain matrix, which is the coefficient matrix of a differential equat ion found in the theory of dielectric relaxation, has only real characteristic roots. This is done by finding a real symmetric matrix with the same principal minors and thus the same characteristic roots.
In papers [1, 2, 3] In this note we prove the conjecture of J. D.
Hoffman and B . M. Axilrod that a matrix with these properties has only real cha, racteristic roots and that these characteristic roots lie between zero and twice the maximum diagonal element.
The second statement is a direct consequence of the first and properties (1), (2) , and (3) by the theorem of S. Gershgorin [4] and A. Brauer [5] . This theorem states that all the characteristic roots o! a matrix A = (ait) lie in the area bounded by the cll·cles Iz-ajjl ::;~I a ijl-I ajjl.
, Therefore, we may concentrate on proving that all the characteristic roots are real. We shall do tIns by exhibiting a symmetric matrix with the same characteristic roots as one with properties (2) and (4).
Let B = (bij ) be a matrix of the same order as the matrix A = (aij), which has properties (2) and (4) 
